TO: ALL OFFERORS
FROM: DENNIS J SMITH
STATE CONTRACT PROCUREMENT OFFICER
SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL – ADDENDUM #1
NO.: GSS20752-DSP_RANGE_MO
DSP Firing Range Maintenance and Operation

ADDENDUM #1

The purpose of this addendum is to respond to questions submitted regarding the solicitation and to make some adjustments to the timeline associated with this solicitation.

Q1 The Bid Form requests a single hourly rate, but the daily activities will most likely require a different crew than the periodic activities that will occur monthly, quarterly, bi-annually and annually. Would you concede to allowing multiple hourly rates based on the different activities?
A1 No. A straight hourly rate regardless of the type of work performed.

Q2 Would a site visit be possible?
A2 A site visit has been scheduled for August 26, 2019 at 1:30pm (local time). All interested bidders are encouraged to attend as this will be the only opportunity to tour the facility. Location: 391 Clark Farm Rd, Smyrna, DE 19977.

Q3 Do you have an anticipated or scheduled date for the Firing Range site visit?
A3 See answer to Q2

Q4 Has any consideration been made to incorporate acoustics in the firing range to meet OSHA CFR29 noise exposure limits?
A4 This is outside the scope of this contract.

With the addition of a scheduled site visit, the solicitation timeline is hereby adjusted as follows:

Site Visit: August 26, 2019, 1:30pm (local time)
Deadline for Additional Questions: August 27, 2019, 1:00pm (local time)
Response to Questions Posted by: September 5, 2019
Deadline for Receipt of Proposals: September 19, 2019, 3:00pm (local time)

All other terms and conditions remain the same.